(16) Noncommercial Building (House) Movement
(A) Permits are available for the movement of noncommercial buildings that exceed the established oversize and overweight permit
limits listed in these regulations. These permits are available from
district offices listed in subsection (4)(H). These rules and regulations are not intended for the movement of commercial buildings or
repeated movements of similar buildings.
1. Movement of a building that will not allow one-way traffic to pass
the load will be limited to no more than one (1) mile in length on
the state highway system if the traffic volume on the proposed route
exceeds five hundred (500) vehicles per day. If the traffic volume
is less than five hundred (500) vehicles per day, movement will be
considered up to a distance of three (3) miles on the state highway
system.
2. Movement of a building greater than sixteen feet (16’) in overall
width that will allow one-way traffic to pass the load will be limited to no more than two (2) miles on the state highway system if
the traffic volume on the proposed route exceeds two thousand
(2,000) vehicles per day. If the traffic volume is less than two thousand (2,000) vehicles per day, movement will be considered up to a
distance of ten (10) miles on the state highway system.
3. The traveled distances listed in the above two (2) paragraphs
reflect the total miles of the move on the state highway system
rather than miles allowed to move per attempt. Short segments of
the state highway system may be used in a move provided the total
mileage allowed on the state highway system is not exceeded. The
district engineer or his/her representative may consider a longer
travel distance if the entire move can be made during periods of
lower traffic volumes listed in the above two (2) paragraphs of this
section. Additional restrictions regarding travel during adverse
weather conditions are at the discretion of the Missouri Department
of Transportation district engineer or his/her representative.
(B) The allowable overall height, width, length, and time of travel
shall be based on physical features and traffic volumes along the
route. Bridges posted with a maximum weight limit of less than forty
(40) tons should be avoided and will be analyzed for the type vehicle
and load prior to receiving approval to cross that bridge. All axles
on the hauling unit shall be load carrying with a maximum degree
of equalization. The district engineer or his/her representative shall
determine whether or not the hauling unit, number of axles, and
axle arrangements are acceptable. When it is determined a bridge
analysis is required, an additional fee shall be charged to recover
bridge analysis costs. See subsection (4)(E). Loads in excess of sixteen
feet (16’) in width may require a sketch displaying the side and rear
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view of the load with dimensions including any overhang.
(C) If the load is over seventeen feet five inches (17’5”) high the applicant shall check all overhead clearance restrictions and provide
written documentation from any involved utility company indicating
approval to disturb aerial lines across the route. The applicant must
also submit written acknowledgement from all cities/counties in
which the move occurs. If it is necessary to adjust, modify, or remove
state owned property such as signal and sign mast arms, flashers,
signs, etc., a qualified contractor approved by the Missouri Department of Transportation shall be hired by the applicant to perform
the necessary adjustment or removal and replacement. See section
324.721 of the Missouri Revised Statutes for additional information.
(D) For the purpose of moves under section (16), the applicant must
have a current house mover license, applicable operating authority
and must have insurance in the amount of two (2) million dollars
combined single limit automobile liability before a permit can be issued. The applicant shall provide evidence of such license and insurance satisfactory to the Missouri Department of Transportation.
(E) Escort Requirements. Applicants should refer to sections 324.700
through 324.745 of the Missouri Revised Statutes for additional information pertaining to house moves. In addition to escort requirements as outlined in paragraph (9)(H)4 and subsection (9)(I), the
following requirements apply to all house moves:
1. One (1) front and one (1) rear civilian escort is required for all
house moves, except;
2. One (1) front and two (2) rear civilian escorts are required in
Kansas City and St. Louis areas when load is required to cross bridge
structures at crawl speed;
3. One (1) front and two (2) rear civilian escorts required on all sections of dual lane highways traversed if load exceeds sixteen feet
(16’) wide;
4. Law enforcement escorts may be required at the district engineer
or his/her representative’s discretion.
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